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Changing perceptions

THE DESIGN 

EXCITING, UNIQUE, DIVERSE

As a young and dynamic company, Sandhelden set the goal of 
creating inspiring products through innovation and unique forms. 

Sandhelden achieves this goal by using the combination of sand and 
3D printing technology to break new ground and create exclusive 
products for your bathroom. 

All products offer a huge variety of customization possibilities to 
fulfill your requests.

We alter the common awareness: Changing perceptions.

Svenja Nesch is an interdisciplinary designer whose creative 
process is driven by a fascination for materiality, color harmony 
and surface texture. 

She discovers creative potential and reveals new perspectives. The 
goal is always an aesthetic synergy of material and form. 

Her creativity is reflected in the SKANDIKA collection through her 
inspiration from nature and its textures.

THE DESIGNER

VESTA BRED

JAG

TIGU

VESTA

KORALL



THE CHARACTERISTICS OF 

OUR PRODUCTS

Scratch resistance UV protection ResilientCleanability

is a natural and sustainable material  
with which many people have a 
personal connection.  

The most influencing experiences are our memories as a child in 
the sandbox as well as holidays at the sea or in the desert. Sand is 
often associated with contradictory properties that underline its 
versatility. It can be hard and rough, but at the same time warm 
and comforting.  

Sandhelden uses these contrasting associations and inspire our 
customers with a unique approach. In this process the company 
changes the general perception of sand and presents it in a form 
and variety never seen before.  

Sand is the new design material that turns visions and new forms 
of creativity into reality.  The use of the most innovative 3D sand 
printing technology allows unlimited freedom of design.  

In this patented process, Sandhelden only uses pure and natural 
quartz sand. This is sourced in Bavaria and it guarantees a 
completely regional production of the washbasins.

Sand
OUR MATERIAL
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HIGHLY INDIVIDUAL

THE FORM 

FROM ROUND 
TO SQUARE

THE SIZE 

VARIABLE

THE COLOUR 

ENDLESS

Diameter: from 20 to 80 cm
Height: from 10 to 120 cm

All washbasins can be manufactured in our standard colors below.

Our technology also enables the coating of Washbasins in your 
individual color. Contact us for your personal request.

With our configurator you can individually choose the shape, color, 
design and size of your washbasin.

Send us your configuration for a personal offer by e-mail.

konf.sandhelden.de

OUR ONLINE CONFIGURATOR

https://konf.sandhelden.de/?config=1546957464&lang=en
https://konf.sandhelden.de/
https://konf.sandhelden.de/?config=1546957464&lang=en


SKANDIKA COLLECTION

VESTA
Origami - the precise and creative Japanese art of paper folding was 
the inspiration for this delightful design of clear ridges and even 
rhombic figures. 

Modern and harmonious, the result is a delightful interplay of light 
and shadow, which this washbasin brings to life again and again, 
depending on the direction and type of lighting. 

VESTA is at first glance a design object that sets very special accents 
in every bathroom - an eye-catcher in the best way.





SKANDIKA COLLECTION

VESTA BRED
The design of VESTA BRED was also inspired by Japanese origami. 

Despite its initially similar line to VESTA, the design is clearly 
distinguished by slightly more open surfaces that give it additional 
calm as an object. 

Particularly impressive is the gentle interplay of light and shadow, 
which makes the design appear new and interesting from every 
perspective. The particularly clear structure of VESTA BRED makes it 
an exciting and relaxing eye-catcher in any bathroom.





SKANDIKA COLLECTION

KORALL
The name by itself represents natural design. Like a small coral 
reef, the large washbasin bowl made of printed sand radiates its 
aesthetic charms. 

The organic design language of surrounding and curved lines 
creates an extremely filigree impression, which follows the natural 
model and sets impressively significant accents in every bathroom.





SKANDIKA COLLECTION

JAG
Relief-like, fine-grained structure and yet a little bit the impression 
of a carefully woven wicker basket. 

JAG offers a particularly charming contrast of strictly geometric 
lines, which seem to dissolve again and again through light and 
shadow, and a flatteringly smooth inner surface, which almost 
seems to be covered with fine, matt silk fabric. 

JAG reinvents itself again and again in a particularly noble and 
multi-faceted way, according to the type of lighting.





SKANDIKA COLLECTION

TIGU
TIGU is inspired by sea waves that run out on the beach, which 
have decided to use strict geometry. The angular diagonal structure 
of the relief winding in an ascending spiral around the washbasin 
determines the appearance of TIGU. 

A geometric aesthetic that is harmonious and natural. Individual and 
unique, this washbasin shapes the design of the room and offers 
new and interesting perspectives every day.
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1
UNLIMITED POSSIBILITIES 

DUE TO 3D PRINTING

DETAIL FINISHING &  
QUALITY CONTROL

PERFECTION THROUGH  
SURFACE COATING

OUR PROCESS

CAREFUL REMOVAL 
 OF THE PRINTED OBJECT



Model: VESTA 
Form: round 

Size: 43 x 43 x 13 cm 
Colour:  Glacier White



Model: KORALL 
Form: round 
Size: 43 x 43 x 13 cm 
Colour: Glacier White 



Model: TIGU 
Form: round 
Size: 43 x 43 x 13 cm 
Colour: Stormy Grey



Model: VESTA BRED  
Form: round 

Size: 41 x 41 x 13 cm 
Colour: Dark Lava



Model: KORALL 
Form: round 

Size: 45 x 45 x 13 cm 
Colour: Charcoal Black



Model: VESTA BRED 
Form: round 
Size: 35 x 35 x 16 cm 
Colour: Sand Yellow (individual colour)



SPECIALEDITION
Model: LOTUS
Size: 63 x 63 x 20 cm
Colour: Charcoal Black 
Designed by Studio INPUT-A

The LOTUS washbasin was developed in a creative collaboration
with the Indian design studio INPUT-A. It represents one of the  
many special portfolio editions from Sandhelden’s cooperative work 
with various designers. 

The Lotus is in India since ancient times a symbol of purity and
perfection and it unfolds its incomparable beauty on the water 
surface.

Inspired by old Indian marble washbasins in the form of lotus 
blossoms the sink finds an elegant and exotic way of transforming 
the shape in a modern context.

The design imitates the effect of collecting water on the leaves of 
water lilies.



Sandhelden represents more than just individual washbasins  
from sand. Furthermore, the company commits itself to other living 
areas.

The lamp collection VORONOI shows the versatility of sand and 3D 
printing. 

Be inspired by the diverse product portfolio and discover exclusive 
designs for your home.

Model: BARA (custom-made) 
Form: round 

Size: 30 x 30 x 13 cm 
Colour: Dark Lava



Daimlerstrasse 22, 86368 Gersthofen (Germany) 
info@sandhelden.de  
www.sandhelden.de 
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